
Appendix A - Sussex & Joint Waivers for the period 1st September 2019 through 31st March 2020
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30/09/2019 W590 ICT Firewall Support ICT Sharon Masters Joint 365i

365i are our current support provider for the Sussex and Surrey firewall estate with one or two residual firewalls sitting under BT.
Some of the firewalls have now become end of life and need to be replaced.  Support for these currently sits under the 365i contract.
We are looking to buy replacement hardware and co-term the support but the cost is within the 3-quote threshold.
Due to technical considerations, it would not be practical to buy the kit separately as 365i would still be required to undertake necessary implementation with 
existing firewall estate so would not be quoting on like for like basis. The preference is therefore to keep all the support under one provider.  They will give discount 
for trade in and co-termination of support. Yes Yes N/A Standard 6 £8,882.40 Single Source Yes PP SPO Daniela Khan 03/10/2019 N/A N/A Email Approved

24/10/2019 W592 Corporate and Professional Fiocchi Ammunition OC Firearms Training Chris Stratford Sussex Fidum Property Management Ltd

The current levels of Operational Ammunition held at all three bases, form part of the Operational Command SOPs and stock held, on minimum numbers and there 
availability at all three bases Surrey/Sussex Constabularies.
The 9mm and 223 Fiocchi Training Ammunition has now fallen close to our SOP limits.  
A minimum stocks of 10,000 rounds of both 9mm and 223 ammunition, needs to be held at Gatwick.
To bolster and increase our current stock and to cater for Initial ARV Courses, Event Packages and continued developmental shooting practices, additional stock 
needs to be purchased.  The breakdown of ammunition and cost can be seen within the South Point quotation attached. South Point are the sole trader in the UK 
for both calibers of training Ammunition. The company has proved to be reliable with previous supply/deliveries at all times. The demand for training ammunition is 
therefore ongoing, with increasing demands, throughout the UK and the National uplift, stocks for theses calibers are in great demand by all forces UK.  The 
quantities shown, will also address any fall out or delay’s due to the issues surrounding Brexit.
For this reason, I am advised by South Point, they have sufficient stock available at this time and will hold this stock within their depot, for our use. This will help cap 
any possible increase on future imported stock from Europe. Fiocchi 9mm 123gr ZP Ammunition with metal free primer.  Fiocchi 223 Fiocchi 62Gr Full Metal Jacket. Yes No N/A Urgent 24 £45,000.00 Single Source Yes  pp SPO Darren Blundell 04/10/2019 N/A N/A N/A Approved

07/10/2019 W593 Corporate and Professional Supply and delivery of Arktis waterproof jackets Joint Uniform Supplies Robbie Brinninger Joint Arkist

Historically specialist waterproof jackets were only issued to a small number of teams such as firearms and search teams.
 However, in recent years this has been extended to more and more teams which has resulted in large numbers of waterproof
 jackets being required and the spend going up as a result. The jackets are supplied by Arktis who provide Surrey and Sussex 
with black and blue jackets in male and female styles. The Arktis jacket is a high quality waterproof jacket and has become an
 integral piece of kit for officers during the winter months and is a garment that can be relied upon to ensure they are kept dry 
and warm. Additionally, there is a requirement for Arktis over-trousers which are supplied to specialist teams such as TFU, 
dog unit and search teams, who spend longer periods in the elements and need the additional rip-stop protection Yes No N/A Standard 12 £192,968.68 Single Source Yes 15/10/2019 Yes 24/10/2019 Email Approved

17/10/2019 W595 ICT Helicopter Downlink IT Dept / Comms Jon Dymond Joint IMT Ltd T/A Vislink

Request to continue the use of Vislink as the supplier of the helicopter video downlink equipment and maintenance and support.
In 2014 all Forces were required to find an alternative solution to their helicopter video provider as the solution used was no longer available.  
The Home Office looked to address the situation and provided an alternative with 2 years support through Vislink.
Sussex have 4 Vislink sites and Surrey have 2.
In 2016 a 3 year renewal was placed which expired August 2019.  Comms Department in both Sussex and Surrey should be paying for the service - £11,420 sx / 
£7,823.75 sry per year
The supplier has given us a bit of leeway in order to raise the renewal and have supported the system in the interim. Yes No N/A Standard 36 £57,243.75 Single Source Yes 01/11/2019 Yes 01/11/2019 Email Approved

18/11/2019 W598 Corporate and Professional Provision of Forensic Digital Media Services Forensic Investigations / Forensic Digital Media Unit Simon Bird Joint Diligence Forensics

Request is to temporarily use the company Diligence Forensics (One Canada Square, 10th Floor, Canary Wharf, London E14 5AA
 - https://www.diligence.com/our-expertise/7-forensics ) for the provision of Forensic Imagery services. This is to alleviate the ongoing 
workload in the Forensic Digital Media Unit and relates to CCTV and video processing and editing. Yes No N/A Standard 6 £25,000.00

Logistically only supplier that can provide interim service while tender
 process is ongoing Yes 19/11/2019 N/A N/A Email Approved

19/11/2019 W599 Digital Policing Porfolio NDITOM Hosting DII Programme Nick Sloan Sussex PITCO The request if for the Police ICT Company to host National Digital Intelligence and Investigation Target Operating Model (NDIITOM) version 2. Yes No N/A Urgent One Off £6,825.00 Single Source Yes 21/11/2019 N//A N//A Signature Approved

21/11/2019 W600 ICT Edenhouse SAP Support ICT Service Delivery Malcolm Naftel Sussex Edenhouse Solutions LTD

Although Sussex Police’s IT Department maintains a support contract direct with SAP(UK) for the maintenance of the SAP systems (including Business Objects) and 
environments, it also retains a separate contract for technical support around for   system configuration/usage and flexible resourcing to meet change project 
demands.
In Jan 2011 Edenhouse were appointed to this role for an initial fixed two year term with the option of an additional year, this term ended on 31/12/2015. After 
which a further one year extension was approved in 2015, a further eighteen month extension agreed taking us to 30 June 2018 – where we had expected the new 
ERP solution to have gone live, and yet another 18 month extension was approved taking this to end Dec 2019 to again fit the expected Equip live date.
A challenge to the necessity for this ongoing support confirmed its importance as the current internal resources are foundering with demand (and without this 
Edenhouse support would likely sink), the Payroll team have lost yet another team leader (throwing more responsibility onto the internal team) and our ageing SAP 
environment is an ever increasing risk growing daily. There is also an increasing certainty that we won’t be able to discontinue using and turn SAP off during 2020, 
meaning our reliance on Edenhouse to prop up this situation isn’t ending any time soon. Yes Yes 1 Standard 12 £34,800.00 Single Source Yes 21/11/2019 N//A N//A Signature Approved

27/11/2019 W602 Corporate and Professional Itemiser 4DN Detector PSD Paul Gray Sussex Rapiscan

1 x Itemiser 4DN Detector (Item P0007018-015-N) - £19, 850.00
1 x Itemiser 4DX Initial Consumables Kit (Item K1000060) – this includes items needed for the ongoing use and maintenance of the Itemiser 4DN for the first year - 
£212.89
1 x pack of sample traps (Item M0001964-100) – items for use with the Itemiser 4DN - £14.91
1 x Hard case for the Itemiser 4DN – used to protect the Itemiser 4DN when being moved and not in use - £230.44
1 x Installation and Familiarisation Training on Itemiser 4DN at Sussex Police HQ - this training will be for at least four people and will cover use and onsite 
maintenance of the Itemiser 4DN.  This will allow the users to properly use the machine and give them authority to give evidence in misconduct hearings or court if 
required. £880.00
1 x Delivery of all items to Sussex Police HQ Lewes - £250.00
Total £21,438.14    £10,000 to cover consumables for the next 3 years Yes No N/A Standard 36 £30,000.00 Single Source Yes 28/11/2019 N/A N/A Email Approved

04/12/2019 W609 Corporate and Professional Ballistic Helmets Ops TFU Sean Grainger Sussex Revision UK

Revision are the manufacturer of ballistic helmets and currently issue to police and armed forces worldwide. After extensive
 trails of a number of manufacturers in 2017 these helmets are now standard issue to both Surrey and Sussex TFU and furthe
r equipment is now used which is designed to be used specifically in conjunction with these helmets. A UK Framework was
 setup with a number of forces including ourselves which enabled best price and value as buying direct from the
 manufacturer eliminates any markup through resellers, the only other UK distributor is Beechwood International who
 only offer it at the same price (£194.00) but cannot offer the same warranty and replacement service. This is now the 
standard issue helmet for all AFOs across both Surrey and Sussex and is a repeat order (in smaller quantities) for the future
, buying direct from the manufacturer will ensure we always purchase these helmets at the best available price. This larger 
order is to replace the remaining outdated older style helmets currently in operational circulation. Yes No N/A Standard Indefinante £11,640.00 Singe Source Yes 05/12/2019 N/A N/A Email Approved

02/12/2019 W603 Corporate and Professional Calibration/Repairs LTI Laser Speed Ops Department/ SSRP Edward Preece Sussex Laser Tech Uk LTD

Tele-Traffic UK Ltd previously undertook all laser speed technology repairs and calibrations as the sole UK agent for LTi International. These devices were used on 
RPU, Safety Camera Team and Gatwick Prevent. These PO’s were 4800054748 ( 8k ), 4800054855 ( 5k ), 4800053656 ( £249 ) respectively.
The request is for the provision of repairs and annual calibration of all RPU, Safety Camera Team and Gatwick Prevent laser speed meters manufactured by LTi 
International ( USA ). Yes No N/A Standard 12 £13,249.00 Single Source Yes 06/12/2019 N/A N/A Email Approved

25/11/2019 W604 ICT Hardware for Polit POLIT Darrin Madgin Joint Sagemaster

4 x HP Z2 Tower G4 Workstation with i7 (6 Core) which must be covert as they are to be used within the POLIT department. The machines are used as part of the 
covert tactics within POLIT and must not be attributable to Sussex as this would impact on our Policing capability within POLIT.  Our mainstream suppliers cannot 
supply a covert machine as they do not have the means to do this. However, Sagemaster can supply this for us which is why we have gone to them as it is a specific 
requirement. Yes No N/A Standard One Off £5,445.45 Single Source Yes 09/12/2019 N/A N/A Email Approved

22/11/2019 W606 ICT Software Licence / Hardware CTPSE Border Policing Gatwick Port David Webb Joint Cellebrite UK Limited 

Request to renew essential Cellebrite Media Examination Software Licences and update associated hardware items
 required by the software with new technology equivalents for improved performance of the software.  The Software and 
Hardware is for essential Forensic Recovery of Data from Portable Media Devices during Schedule 7 Counter Terrorism 
Examinations at UK Ports.  This software is used by CTPSE Surrey and Sussex Border Policing Team alongside a secondary 
software solution provided by an alternative manufacturer to provide maximum capability for the range of devices
encountered without needing to resort to fully staffed laboratory capabilities.  National CT Direction is that Border Areas
will be self-sufficient in the examination of devices so that determinations can be made as to an examinees involvement in
the Commission, Preparation and Acts of Terrorism under Border Specific Legislation. The ability to retain devices for 
examination is time limited that impacts upon the realistic opportunities to utilise remote laboratories who already have a heavy workload. Yes No N/A Standard 12 £7,186.00 Single Source Yes 16/12/2019 N/A N/A Email Approved

10/12/2019 W607 ICT Solutions architect – SPARC ICT Daniel Soderholm Joint Softcat

In November 2019, Softcat carried out some design and build work on Sussex Police’s Oracle Database platform, to support
 the ICAD to STORM project. It was originally scoped at 25 days on a time and materials basis. Unfortunately, technical 
problems meant that some of the time was used troubleshooting unforeseen issues rather than carrying out build activities. 
Therefore, additional days are required to validate and complete the build work, and assist with troubleshooting the problems. Yes No N/A Standard 7 days £7,000.00 Single Source Yes 16/12/2019 N/A N/A Email Approved

30/12/2019 W610 Corporate and Professional Forensic Accounting Review OPCC Sussex Iain McCulloch Sussex Smith and Williamson

A further review of the finances of the forensics supplier market is now required to confirm if the contract price increases
 agreed and paid have now resulted in the desired outcome which was to provide financial stability to the market. As Smith
 and Williamson completed the initial review and understand the business I would request their further engagement to
 completed a further financial review as detailed below. The work will be paid for by Dorset Police but Sussex OPCC is 
coordinating the work, is procuring the services and then reclaiming from Dorset. Yes No N/A Standard One Off £50,000.00 Single Source Yes 30/12/2019 Yes 30/012/2019 Email Approved

20/11/2019 W611 Corporate and Professional
Functional Skills Level 2 courses (Equivilant of an
 A-C GCSE Grade) Learning and Profesional Development Carina Pitt Joint Functional Skills UK

It is a national requirement of all Apprentices to achieve functional skills level 2 in both maths and English prior to the completion of their apprenticeship. If any 
apprentice has this outstanding they cannot complete their apprenticeship until it is achieved. A level 2 functional skill is the equivalent of GCSE A*-C and our 
current PCSO entry requirements do not specify this as needed to join. Those learners who do hold functional skills or the equivalent, and can evidence this, are not 
required to complete functional skills and therefore do not form the numbers proposed.
To date, we have been supporting functional skills learners internally via our foundation training team, quality assurance lead and apprenticeship officer but as the 
volume of PCSO recruitment has grown, and the implementation of the PCDA Apprenticeships, our capacity has been exceeded. By subcontracting this part of our 
apprenticeship provision to Functional Skills UK we can ensure our learners achieve their functional skills through increased capacity and specialist Maths and 
English teachers. 
Functional Skills is funded separately to our levy payments and we recive £471 per learner per functional skill from the ESFA in order to deliver this learning. 
Functional Skills are subject to ESFA and Ofsted inspections and are a key part of the inspection formats. Yes No N/A Standard 12 £24,750.00 Single Source Yes 08/01/2020 N/A N/A Email Approved

13/01/2020 W612 Estates, Facilities and Fleet BMV Policing Portfolio ICT Ibbi Giga Sussex Virgin Media Business To cover site not covered by the BT Sepsna contract extension  19 sites overal Yes No N/A Standard 24 £33,708.00 Operational Urgency requirement to continue B.A.U Yes 14/01/2020 N/A N/A Signature Approved

15/01/2020 W613 Corporate and Professional SkyWall Training Gatwick Gary Cross Sussex OpenWorks Engineering

Gatwick Airport Limited following the Drone attacks at end of 2018 purchased 2 x Specialist Launchers which have been designated as Section 1 Firearms.  Due to 
the link to other police tactical options and deployments it was agreed that officers from Gatwick Police would be trained and accredited in the use of the 
equipment.  There is a requirement that officers should re-accredit annually and therefore 5 officers are required to attend this course.
Gatwick Airport Ltd will cover the costs of the course but have requested that initial payment be made as part of Police Service Level Agreement
OpenWorks Engineering are the sole providers of this type of equipment and therefore the only company with an agreed training package and therefore no other Yes No N/A Standard 12 £12,785.00 Single Source Yes 17/01/2020 N/A N/A Signature Approved

27/01/2020 W614 ICT Socrates ICT Service Delivery Jacqui Collins Sussex Northgate 

Upgrade the Socrates test environment to v8.2, to include the database, client application and all additional modules. Enable new features within Flare and 
explanation of new functionality. Upgrade the Socrates production environment to v8.2, to include the database, client application and all additional modules. 
Enable new features within Flare and assist with configuration.

Yes No N/A Standard One Off Spend £10,125.00 Single Source current systme upgrade Yes 30/01/2020 N/A N/A Email Approved

23/01/2020 W615 Estates, Facilities and Fleet Vehicle Fuel Cell System Joint Transport Service Neil Neve Sussex Polaris Britian

To supply an ethanol fuel cell system to charge up vehicles when they are operational, the Polaris fuel cell will help us lower
 our emissions,  CO2 and environmental impact  which we have said we would do. The other benefit of the fuel cell is the 
massive fuel savings as it engine is not required to be running to charge up auxiliary batteries. The fuel cell runs on methanol 
and has no moving parts so the unit runs almost silently and the only emission is water. These units have been used in 
operational surveillance vans were the operating time has increased from 3 days using auxiliary batteries to 21 days using 
the fuel cell with 10 ltrs of Methanol. We would look at using them in our Surveillance vans as well as public engagement vans 
were end users need to keep their lights, computer screen and TV going for hours but are not able to use generators as they 
are being banned from being used at  shows and exhibitions due to the environmental impact. £48.368.18 is for seven units 
that we are looking to order. Yes No N/A Standard 36 £48,368.18 Single Source Yes 06/02/2020 N/A N/A Email Approved

06/02/2020 W616 ICT Calibration/Repairs LTI Laser Speed Ops Department/ SSRP Edward Preece Sussex Laser Tech Uk LTD

Tele-Traffic UK Ltd previously undertook all laser speed technology repairs and calibrations as the sole UK agent for LTi International. These devices were used on 
RPU, Safety Camera Team and Gatwick Prevent. These PO’s were 4800054748 ( 8k ), 4800054855 ( 5k ), 4800053656 ( £249 ) respectively. The request is for the 
provision of repairs and annual calibration of all RPU, Safety Camera Team and Gatwick Prevent laser speed meters manufactured by LTi International ( USA ). This 
application would be for a three year period as the technology covered by the waiver will continue to remain in operational use within the Depts mentioned.

Yes No N/A Standard 36 £39,747.00 Single Source Yes 07/02/2020 N/A N/A Email Approved
30/01/2020 W617 Corporate and Professional CCO AND CCPA Course Cellebrite UK Limited Laura Diamond Joint Cellebrite UK Limited 3 OLT-0D CCO AND CCPA 3 X OLT - 0D CLEAR online courses Yes No N/A Standard One Off spend £9,180.00 Single Source Yes 13/02/2020 N/A N/A Email Approved

12/02/2020 W619 Corporate and Professional CTSFU Peli Cases Combined Weapons Sets CTSFU Pete Clarke Sussex Peli Products UK 

Peli cases are required to effectively store and transport operational SE Region CTSFO Weaponry. These cases are personal issue to store each operators 
suppressed MCX Carbine, Glock 17, Taser X26 (futureproofed for Taser 7 when it arrives), stun grenades (x4), Glock magazines (x2), supersonic (x8) and subsonic 
magazines (x3) for carbines which is 11 in total. This is the number of magazines operationally carried for crime and CT work dependant on the job and its 
requirements. This negates transporting rounds in Cordura (ASB} bags to keep them protected and their integrity intact all in one case. Empty active shooter bags 
will however remain on the armoury truck to allow this method of carriage should the operator require it. 
A sample case has been sent off to the armoury truck fabricators to build the shelving around it; it is the most secure way to carry all of this equipment keep it safe 
during transport but also the ease of acquisition at any given job once deployed due it being personal issue and all weaponry/ancillaries in one place. Particularly in 
poor light/unfamiliar surroundings. 
These cases are required to be personal issue for the following reasons. Firstly it is very common for the teams to be deployed to different  
operations/tasking's/training events at the same time. This is mainly why it is not practicable to have a smaller number of cases that can be shared. The second 
reason is that both teams working from this side of the SE region run their armouries from different locations, being Lewes and Gatwick and therefore do not share 
the same armouries for the storage and operational deployment of weapons. The last reason for this is due to each operator's autonomy, they have their own 
personal set of requirements and differences as to how they set their weapons up and what they have within aside from the national requirements of carriage.  
The reason for custom cut foam is to effectively store and secure every piece of equipment to stop it from moving about within the case. CTSFO's have a lot of 
weaponry and ancillaries to carry and the only way to ensure safety and security is to have the foam inserts laser cut to our requirements. This mirrors our 
TVP/Hants colleagues and other CT hubs (JFU Wales), where the first designs of this case/inserts were made to their requirements. The foam ' has also been 
futureproofed following extensive discussions with Peli. They have agreed to overlay/cut inserts for new equipment that will be arriving Yes No N/A Standard One Off £10,104.32 Single Supplier Yes 13/02/2020 N/A N/A Signature Approved

21/02/2020 W621 Estates, Facilities and Fleet REPAIRS TO MoE PUBLIC ORDER PC CR237 JONNY READE Joint SMITHS METAL FABRICATION

Repairs and adaptations to Method of Entry Rig.
Original Four door rig is not over 20 years old. Second four door Rig is around 10 years old. The rig is used by Public Order, Tactical Firearms and the Immigration 
service (who pay for its use). The unit suffers damage as would be expected and is repaired periodically. These works are to reduce the periodic repairs with 
enhancements to the doors and construction. 

Yes No N/A Standard One off £5,610.00 Single Source Yes 24/02/2020 N/A N/A Email Approved

12/02/2020 W622 Corporate and Professional Season course pass Surrey and Sussex Cyber Crime Unit DS Laura Diamond DD165 / 60980 Joint Magnet Forensics

1 Annual training pass for one member of staff. Description is 
‘TAP lets you pay once, but train continuously. For a price of $5,795 US, you can attend any Magnet Forensics Training class at any time, at any location throughout 
the following 12 months. But TAP doesn’t stop at the classroom. You can also attend our world-class online training offerings, both Online Instructor-Led, and 
Online Self-Paced.The cost of TAP is less than the price of two courses and it allows you to grow from a beginner to a certified expert with the advanced skills to 
attack mobile, cloud, and other demanding areas of digital investigation. ’We have identified 4 out of the 6 courses run by Magnet Forensics that will be relevant 
to our investigations and the role of Cyber Crime Detective to utilize the use of the equipment. Whilst we will only be purchasing 1 annual training pass at present, I 
have included the cost of 2 additional Annual Passes within the contract value to cover the requirement going forward of training additional staff in this equipment 
and the contract duration is 24 months because it is likely that the further passes will not be purchased until 6 to 12 months time. Yes Yes N/A Standard 24 Months £15,385.00 Single Source Yes 24/02/2020 N/A N/A Email Approved

05/02/2020 W620 Estates, Facilities and Fleet JTS Consultancy Joint Transport Service Dennis Ord Sussex ICE Consultants

JTS are responsible for the roll out of Telematics and CCTV across Surrey and Sussex under Project Veritas. 
The SRO (ACC Miller) and Programme lead (requestor) require someone with detailed knowledge of Sussex Police RPU Operations including Collision Investigation 
and Driver behavior to assist in the implementation and prepare for the second phase commencing April 2021 of establishing the solution as BAU.   A second role is 
to provide professional interface with the Motor Insurer in this distinct field of incident reduction and driver behavior. All departments involved agree no internal 
SME is available, therefore this involvement will be procured on a daily basis to provide expert advice and process design; it is expected to be no more than 60 days 
in total, during this period. Funding is available from JTS – Telemetry & CCTV budget. No No N/A Standard 12 Months £47,700.00

Not a single source as such is not supporrted by head of procurement
but has been supported by dirfector of finance No N/A Yes 20/02/2020 Email Approved

03/03/2020 W625 Corporate and Professional Taser Storage Safes & Support POTU Ali Marshman Sussex Municipal Security Ltd

This request is estimated for the next 2 years. It relates to the purchase of additional hub station Taser storage safes and support from the supplier as part of an on-
going uplift. The roll out of STO training and Taser devices has continued and a recent Home Office grant will see a significant increase in the number of devices in 
the possession of Surrey & Sussex police. Both Chief Constables have stated their position that any officer wishing to be trained can do so. The extent of the further 
uplift is not clear and while direction is yet to be received it is clear that there will be a large uplift. With this will be the need to store the devices securely and 
correctly at the increasing number of hub stations within both Surrey & Sussex. Yes No N/A Standard 24 Months £30,000.00 Single Source Yes 05/03/2020 N/A N/A Signature Approved

09/03/2020 W626 Corporate and Professional Uniform Management System Joint Uniform Stores Sally Chart Joint Datatecnix

In January 2019, the internal auditors carried out a review of the Joint Uniform Service (Surrey lead Force) and at that time
 gave an opinion of No Assurance.  The auditors identified issues in every test that they completed in relation to compliance testing of Uniform, as well as control 
design problems with the management of the inventory and receipting of Uniforms.  They made specific reference to the spreadsheet systems used to monitor 
activities being no longer fit for purpose.  At that time a decision was made to await the implementation of the ERP/EQUIP uniform stock management system.  Yes No N/A Standard 12 Months £16,250.00 Single Source Yes  (SPO Jennifer Hepp) 11/03/2020 N/A N/A Email Approved

04/03/2020 W627 Corporate and Professional INSIGNIA Joint Uniform Stores ROBBIE BRININGER Joint TOYE KENNING & SPENCER
This requirement covers the supply of various pieces of uniform insignia such as helmet plates, sliders and reflective badges
. A waiver is required for a period of 12 months to allow a procurement exercise to be undertaken. Yes Yes N/A Urgent 6 Months = optional 6 months £40,685.00 Single Source Yes (SPO Gary Bailey) 12/03/2020 N/A N/A Email Approved

12/03/2020 W629 Corporate and Professional HI-VIZ WATERPROOF CLOTHING Joint Uniform Stores ROBBIE BRININGER Joint MWUK YAFFY

Whilst we wait for Yorkshire to run a procurement exercise for waterproof clothing, we require an extension to our current 
waiver for high visibility, waterproof garments. An extension on last year’s agreement with Yaffy is required for the blousons– the over-trousers and traffic jackets 
were previously on a stock-holding agreement with Ballyclare, but due to supply issues we have had to change our route to market. Yes No N/A Standard 12 Months £110,074.25 Single Source Yes 16/03/2020 Yes 17/03/2020 Email Approved

18/03/202 W630 ICT Oracle RAC Licencing for shared STORM Digital Data and Technology Malcolm Naftel Joint Oracle Corporation UK Ltd

It has been agreed at the Shared Storm Programme Board chaired by DCC Kemp, which the shared STORM system would 
benefit from the additional availability/stability provided by inclusion of the Oracle RAC product. Additionally the Oracle diagnostic pack will provide for proactive 
monitoring and resolution of impending issues further enhancing this service. Prior to this decision, back in Jan 2019, it was confirmed that licencing this STORM 
database for Surrey usage should be on a ‘Named User’ basis – in line with licencing for Sussex users. Some 3,000 NUP licences were purchased at that time, with 
limited use only for STORM, to cover Surrey required usage. Purchase of these additional services (RAC and Diag) are only available on a Processor based licence 
model, and Oracle do not allow for a mixed licencing metric on any specific system. As such, and given a design change and segregation of STORM onto its own 
servers, delivering this on a restricted numbers of processors, we explored the options of re-licencing this database on a Processor (rather than NUP) basis, to be Yes Yes 1 Standard 36 months £56,994.00 Single Source Yes 18/03/2020 Yes 18/03/2020 Approved

Joint Procurement Service Single Source Register 



31/036/2020 W633 ICT Safe Consultation0 OSPCC Mark Streater Sussex The Athenely Group Ltd

Description of Request (Please include as much detail as possible if this is a training course please include course content)
In response to the Covid 19 national emergency and to reduce the need to transport prisoners to and from court for a first remand hearing it is necessary to 
purchase of 3 safe and secure consultation booths to allow for virtual court facilities (video conferencing) to be established in existing rooms in custody suites in 
Sussex (Brighton) and Surrey (Salford and Staines) that do not currently have the provision to support video remand hearings.
The safe video consultation booths offered by the Athelney Group are modular and are constructed from panels within an hour and result in a robust, ligature free 
safe environment within the existing custody estate. The booths will be supplied with video conferencing equipment, allowing clear video and audio of two-way 
conversations within the sound proofed booth. These units are temporary in nature and do not require any consents or permissions for assembly. They are powered 
by a single 13amp plug and each booth can be re-deployed as required as needs and usage change. Yes No N/A Standard One Of Purchase £95,598.75 Single Source/ Operational Urgency Covid-19 Yes 31/03/2020 Yes 31/03/2020 Email Approved

19/03/2020 W632 ICT Neighbourhood Alert Digital Data and Technology Steve Nichols Joint VISAV

Surrey and Sussex launched the ‘In the know’ community messaging website in 2016 replacing Active Citizen System in 
Surrey and HTK in Sussex. ‘In the know’ is a fully collaborated site delivered on the Neighbourhood Alert platform provided by VISAV. The supplier was originally 
selected through a tendering process conducted during 2015 to provide a community messaging system for two years with an option for a further year. This was 
extended by a further year in 2019 via a waiver. There is now a requirement to extend the contract for a further year whilst a review of the service is 
undertaken12,428 citizens are registered users in Surrey and 25,788 in Sussex, representing 2.6% and 3.7% of households for each force area respectively. 1,521 
new users have signed-up in the last six months. The system is also used by Neighbourhood Watch No N/A Standard 12 Months £9,950.00 Single Source Yes 20/03/0202 N/A N/A Email Approved

27/03/2020 W634 ICT Operational Service Improvement Programe Digital, Data and Technology (IT) Joseph Langford Joint James Harvard
The CIO, Joseph Langford has recently been instructed by both Chief Constables to help support another initiative. This is an unavoidable cost to help support other 
initiatives by Surrey and Sussex Police and will ensure smooth operation of the Digital, Data and Technology department whilst the CIO is supporting another Yes No N/A Standard 2 months £52,000.00 Single Source Yes 27/03/2020 Email Approved


